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Homology Structural Model of the OR-I7.  

The homology structural model of OR-I7 was built from the crystal structure of bovine visual 
rhodopsin at 2.2 Å resolution [1]. The primary sequence of the I7 receptor [2] was aligned with 
the sequence of bovine rhodopsin and nonconserved amino acid residues were mutated by using 
Schrodinger's Maestro graphical user interface [3]. Nonconserved amino acid residues were 
mutated and after each mutation, the overall structure was relaxed and equilibrated.  

The resulting homology structure can be compared to previously reported structural models 
[4, 5]. The first model of the rat OR-I7 was developed by Singer et al [4] from an electron 
density map of rhodopsin obtained at 7.5 Å resolution [6]. Hydrophobicity moments were used 
to identify the helical transmembrane (TM) regions from the rat I7 primary structure. Canonical 
helices were then created and the energy of each helix was individually minimized. Each side 

 

Figure S1: Homology model of the OR-I7, where the transmembrane α-helices (TM1-TM7) are 
indicated with black arrows. Five cavities (1)-(5) with lysine residues suitable for octanal binding 
were identified, including: (1) the octanal binding pocket identified in this work (light-blue), (2) the 
binding site of the aldehyde group of retinal in rhodopsin (purple), (3) the octanal binding pocket 
proposed by Singer et al3 and Hall et al4 (gray), and two additional pockets (4) and (5) in green and 
black, respectively. 
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chain on the helices was cast in its lowest energy conformation by accessing a rotamer library. 
TM domains were assembled by positioning these helices by using the electron diffraction–
derived densities for rhodopsin while setting a dielectric constant (equal to 1) to mimic the 
surrounding membrane. The helices were then rotated to preserve the hydrophobicity construct 
of a GPCR assembly; that is, hydrophobicity moment was pointed directly away from the TM 
assembly. The entire structure thus created was then energy minimized and refined using 
molecular dynamics. A second model of the OR-I7 was subsequently reported by Hall et al [5]. 
This second model was based on the MembStruk method [7], an alternative approach to build a 
model of GPCRs without using the coordinates of rhodopsin but extracting information from its 
electron density map.   

 
Figure S2: Top-down view (left) and side on view (right) of the homology model of the OR-I7 (light 
blue) with octanal hydrogen bonded to K164 (light blue spheres) in TM4, superimposed to the 
rhodopsin structure (red) with retinal forming a pSB with K296 in TM7 (red spheres). Note that the 
hydrocarbon chain of octanal is in between TM5 and TM6, partially overlapping with the β-ionone 
ring of retinal.  
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Figure S3 shows the comparison of the OR-I7 binding sites previously proposed by Singer et 
al[4] and Hall et al [5] This figure shows that the proposed octanal binding based on hydrogen 
bonding to K164 (see Fig. S1) agrees with these earlier models. However, the predicted binding 
niche localized between TM5 and TM6 (see Fig. S1) is different from earlier proposals of the 
binding pocket localized between TM6 and TM7. Therefore, the proposed ligand-protein 
interactions proposed by earlier models, with the hydrocarbon chain of the octanal ligand 
interacting with TM7 (see Fig. S3) differ from the model shown in Figs. S1 and S2. 

(a)                                                                             (b) 

        
(c)                                                                             (d) 

                    
Figure S3: Schematic diagram of the octanal binding pocket (gray in Fig. S1), predicted by the 
structural models of the OR-I7 proposed by Singer et al3 (a) and Hall et al4 (b), as compared to the 
binding pocket proposed in this paper (c) and (d) (light-blue in Fig. S1). 
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Ligand Docking and Calculations of Binding Free Energies. 
 

 Ligand Binding: Several cavities were identified to have lysine residues suitable for aldehyde 
binding (see (1)-(5) in Fig. S1). First, protein cavities that could host multiple water molecules 
were identified as follows. The protein was soaked in water, by using the ‘solvate’ function of 
VMD [8]. The water molecules had to be at least within 3.0 Å from any atom in the protein to be 
placed by the script. The clusters of water molecules that fitted inside the protein were then used 
to identify all potential places where an octanal ligand could fit. For each of these pockets, the 
water clusters were substituted by an octanal moiety, if the cavity had a lysine residue where the 
octanal could form a hydrogen bond.  

Annealing molecular dynamics simulations were performed to compare the relative 
stability of octanal in the various pockets. Langevin molecular dynamics simulations were 
started at 1000 K and run for 100,000 steps of 0.5 fs. The complete simulation was divided in 30 
time windows, quenching the kinetic energy at the end of each window by reducing the 
temperature of the system by a factor of 1.5 until reaching a state of no motion. Each window ran 
for 100,000 steps (meaning 3,000,000 total for each annealing process). All α-carbons were 
fixed throughout these annealing simulations. Each possible pocket was probed multiple times 
by running simulated annealing of octanal starting with several independent initial conditions. 
 
 Free Energy Calculations: Calculations of binding free energies were based on the free 
energy perturbation (FEP) method [9], as implemented in NAMD [10], following the sequence 
of alchemical transformations outlined in Fig. S4. The FEP method computes the free energy 
difference, associated with the transformation of state A into state B, by using the Zwanzig 
equation: 

 ,   (1) 

where EA and EB is the energy of the system in state A and B, respectively, kB is the Boltzmann’s 
constant and  denotes the thermal ensemble average at temperature T for the system 
equilibrated in state A.  
 
 In practice, the transformation between the two thermodynamic states A and B is replaced by 
a series of Nw transformations between non-physical intermediate states with energy 
Eλ=EA+λk(EB-EA)/Nw, with k=1–Nw, along an alchemical pathway that connects A to B. Such a 
fragmentation of the pathway in Nw windows is essential to ensure that for each sub-
transformation the initial and final states are sufficiently similar, so that the ensemble of Nc 
configurations sampled for the initial state includes a statistically complete set of configurations 
of the system in state B. Each transformation was performed using Nw=24 windows, consisting 
of Nc=320000 configurations sampled by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations at 300 K, after 
80000 MD steps of equilibration. Each MD step propagated the system for 0.5 femtoseconds. 
The windows for the alchemical pathway were defined with λ=(0, 0.0000001, 0.000001, 
0.00001, 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, 0.99, 0.999, 
0.9999, 0.99999, 0.999999, 0.9999999, 1) and the overall free energy change was obtained as 
follows: 
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  (2) 

 Starting with the equilibrated structure of the octanal-bound OR-I7, the free energy change 
associated with the octanal  heptanal transformation was computed, yielding the binding 
affinity of heptanal relative to octanal (ΔΔG). 
 Analogously, free energy changes were computed for the following transitions: heptanal  
hexanal  pentanal  butanal, octanal  nonanal  decanal  undecanal  dodecanal 
depicted in Fig. S4. All binding energies were computed relative to the energy of the ligands in a 
low dielectric environment (ε=2). The underlying assumption is that ligands are first dissolved in 
a low-dielectric reservoir, embedded in the membrane, and then partitioned into the 
transmembrane OR-I7 binding site.  
 Conformational flexibility:  Representative 
configurations of the ligand binding to the OR-I7 
for the homologous series of n-alkyl saturated 
aldehydes are shown in Fig. S5. It is shown that 
conformational flexibility is critical to 
accommodate one or more kinks in the 
hydrocarbon chains longer than octanal, an 
essential feature aspect to adopt bent 
conformations and fit in the limited volume of the 
binding site. 
Conformational flexibility was also found to be 
important, even for aldehydes as small as octanal, 
to remain hydrogen bonded to K164 in the 
presence of room-temperature thermal 
fluctuations in the binding pocket. Figure S6 
shows representative configurations of n-octanal, 
under room-temperature conditions, responding to 
thermal fluctuations that affect the configuration 
of the side chain of F205. Note that due to the 
flexibility of octanal, the ring of F205 can 
displace the tail of the hydrocarbon chain  (see 4th 
snapshot in Fig. S6), without breaking the 
hydrogen-bond with K164. 

Experimental Binding Free Energies:  Single 
olfactory neurons were isolated from infected 
epithelia and calcium imaging recordings were 
performed as described in previous work [18-20].  
The experimental binding free energies were 
estimated as ΔΔG† = RT ln([Cn]/[C8]) from the concentrations [Cn] necessary for half-maximal 
activation of the OR-I7 (EC50), for Cn=C6-C11, or the concentration at which 50% inhibition of 
activation is achieved with C5, simultaneously applied octanal (IC50).  

 
Figure S4: Alchemical transformations 
implemented for calculations of aldehyde 
binding free energies in OR-I7, using the 
FEP method. 
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Figure S6: Conformational flexibility exhibited by octanal, bound to the OR-I7 at room 
temperature. Green: F205; Purple: K164-D204 pair; Yellow: A265; Orange: F262; Gray: Y264. 

`  
 

 
Figure S5: Comparative analysis of ligand binding to the OR-I7 for the homologous series of n-
alkyl saturated aldehydes (space filled) Amino acid residue color key: Green: F205; Purple: K164-
D204 pair; Yellow: A265; Orange: F262; Gray: Y264. 
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The calculated binding free energies were obtained by considering the model of equilibrium 
processes shown in Fig. S7. 

 
 At 50% activity, the concentration of activated receptors (i.e., OR-I7 with bound odorants) is 
[ORI7-C(n)]=[ORI7]m/2, where [ORI7]m is the concentration giving maximum response.  
 The concentration of odorant in the membrane is  

,                                                    (4) 

where  is the equilibrium partition constant and  for n = 6-11, or 

 for n=5 is the concentration of odorant in solution. The concentration of empty 
receptors (without bound odorants) is [ORI7] = [ORI7]0-[ORI7]m/2, where [ORI7]0 is the initial 

 
 
Figure S7: Equilibrium processes describing the partitioning the odorants between the aqueous 
solution and the low dielectric membrane of olfactory sensory neurons, in the nasal epithelium, as 
quantified by the equilibrium constant Kp, and the binding of odorants to the olfactory receptor OR-I7, 
as quantified by Kb. 
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concentration of receptors in the absence of odorants.  Using these concentrations, we compute  
the odorant binding constants, as follows:  
 

   (5) 

where 
              (6) 

 

Therefore, substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (6), it is obtained that  can be computed as follows:  

                                                       (7) 

where 

.                                                                 (8) 

Figure 2 in the main manuscript shows that  is linearly correlated with , with a 
proportionality constant close to ½ (e.g., ΔΔG† = ΔΔG† /αn , with α ~ 2). Such a correlation 
indicates that 

                                                   (9) 

and substituting Eqs. (4) and (8) into Eq. (9), we obtain: 

                                                    (10) 

for the partitioning of aldehydes between the aqueous and the membrane environments. A 
similar dependence has been recently reported for the partitioning of aldehydes in reactive 
extraction experiments, where aldehydes are extracted from the aqueous solution with an organic 
phase and form a Schiff-base with a primary amine [11]. 

Bound life-times: The stability of odorants bound to the OR-I7 can be correlated to the 
exchange rates k=τ-1 with odorants in the membrane (i.e., the inverse of the bound life-times), 
according to the Arrhenius equation:  

τ = A-1 exp(Ea/RT),      (11) 

where Ea is the activation energy for displacing the odorant from the pocket into the membrane, 
and  RT ≈ 0.6 kcal mol-1 at T = 29 ºC. According to Eq. (11),  

τ1= τ010∆Ea /1.38.      (12) 
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Therefore, increasing the activation free energy by only ∆Ea=1.38 kcal mol-1 extends the life-time 
of the bound state by an order of magnitude (10 times).  

Imine Formation in OR-I7. 
In order to create the protonated Schiff base (pSB), the octanal was moved by hand in 

0.1Å steps to reduce the distance between the carbon of the aldehyde and the nitrogen of Lys164 
from 3Å down to the carbon-nitrogen bond distance of 1.5Å. After each movement, the protein 

was relaxed at the molecular mechanics level of theory using the OPLS-AA force field as found 
in the Schrodinger suite of packages[3]. Once this distance was achieved, the carbon nitrogen 
bond was formed, and the condensation of the water was created. The newly formed water was 
made to hydrogen bond with the pSB. The quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) 
model of OR-I7 is then built at the ONIOM Electronic-Embedding (DFT B3LYP/6-
31G*:Amber) level, as previously reported for bovine rhodopsin.[12-14] The complete system is 
formally partitioned (see Fig. S8) according to the two-layer ONIOM Electronic-Embedding 
(EE) method.[15] The reduced system X separates the potentially reactive part of the binding site 
from the rest of the system (region Y). When octanal is hydrogen bonded to K164, the reduced 
system X includes the octanal ligand, the carboxylate group of D204 and the side chain of K164 
with the QM/MM boundary at the Cδ-Cε bond. (see Fig. S9). For the protonated Schiff base, the 
reduced system includes the imine form of octanal condensed with K164, up to the Cδ-Cε bond 
defining the QM/MM boundary, the bound water molecule formed by condensation, and the 
carboxylate group of D204. The total energy E is obtained for that partitioning scheme according 
to the link-hydrogen atom method,[15] as implemented in Gaussian03:[16]  

E = EMM,X+Y + EQM,X - EMM,X 

 
 
Figure S8: Schematic representation of the ONIOM-EE method for QM/MM calculations.  
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where EMM,X+Y is the energy of the complete system computed at the molecular mechanics level 
of theory, while EQM,X and EMM,X correspond to the energy of the reduced-system X computed at 
the QM and MM levels of theory, respectively. Electrostatic interactions between regions X and 
Y are included in the calculation of both EQM,X and EMM,X at the quantum mechanical and 
molecular mechanics levels, respectively. Thus, the electrostatic interactions computed at the 
MM level in EMM,X and 
EMM,full cancel and the 
resulting DFT QM/MM 
evaluation of the total 
energy involves a 
quantum mechanical 
description of the 
polarization of the 
reduced system due to 
the electrostatic 
influence of the 
surrounding protein 
environment. 
Polarization of the 
amino acid residues in 
the binding pocket due 
to the redistribution of 
charge upon imine 
formation is introduced 
by correcting the atomic 
charges according to the 
MoD-QM/MM self-
consistent polarization 
protocol.[17] The 
energy difference 
between the pSB model 
and the hydrogen-
bonded model of OR-I7 
was then calculated by 
extracting the QM layer 
shown in Figure S9. A 
constrained 
minimization where 
only the hydrocarbon 
tail of octanal was allowed to relax was then conduced at the B3LYP/6-31g* level of theory 
using Gaussian[16]. The energy of the pSB was found to be 4.8 kcal/mol more stable than the 
hydrogen bonded model of OR-I7.   
 

 
 

 
 
Figure S9: Schematic representation (top) of the two-layer QM/MM 
partitioning scheme for the H-bonded and pSB models (bottom) of 
octanal in the OR-I7 binding pockets. 
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Primary Sequence Alignment.  
 
The primary sequences of bovine visual rhodopsin [1] and the rat I7 receptor [2] were aligned by 
using the standard alignment algorithm by Larkin et al. [21]. Two alignments, shown below, 
were generated by using the Gonnet [22] and BLOcks of Amino Acid SUBstitution (BLOSUM) 
[23] alignment matrices: 
Gonnet Matrix Alignment:  

 
BOVINRhodopsin  MNGTEGPNFYVPFSNKTGVVRSPFEAPQYYLAEPWQFSMLAAYMFLLIMLG-FPINFLTL 59 
RATI7            MERRNHSGRVSEFVLLGFPAPAPLRVLLFFLSLLAYVLVLTENMLIIIAIRNHPTLHKPM 60 
  *:  : ..    *      . :*:..  ::*:    . :*:  *:::* :  .*  . .: 
 
BOVINRhodopsin     YVTVQHKKLRTPLNYILLNLAVADLFMVFGGFTTTLYTSLHGYFVFGPTGCNLEGFFATL 119 
RATI7              YFFLAN------MSFLEIWYVTVTIPKMLAGFIGSKEN--HGQLISFEACMTQLYFFLGL 112 
                    *. : :      :.:: :  ... :  ::.**  :  .  ** ::   :  .   **  * 
 
BOVINRhodopsin     GGEIALWSLVVLAIERYVVVCKPMSN-FRFGENHAIMGVAFTWVMALACAAPPLVGWSRY 178 
RATI7  G-CTECVLLAVMAYDRYVAICHPLHYPVIVSSRLCVQMAAGSWAGGFGISMVKVFLISRL 171 
                    *       *.*:* :***.:*:*:   . .... .:  .* :*. .:. :   :.  **  
 
BOVINRhodopsin     IPEG----MQCSCGIDYYTPHEETNNESFVIYMFVVHFIIPLIVIFFCYGQLVFTVKEAA 234 
RATI7             SYCGPNTINHFFCDVSPLLNLSCTDMSTAELTDFVLAIFI-LLGPLSVTGASYMAITGAV 230 
     *     :  *.:.     . *: .:  :  **: ::* *:  :   *   :::. *. 
 
 
BOVINRhodopsin    AQQQESATTQKAEKEVTRMVIIMVIAFLICWLPYAG-VAFYIFTHQGSDFGPIFMTIPAF 293 
RATI7              MRIPSAAGRHKAFSTCASHLTVVIIFYAASIFIYARPKALSAFDTN--------KLVSVL 282 
   :  .:*  :** .  :  : :::* :  . : **   *:  *  :          :..: 
 
 
BOVINRhodopsin    FAKTSAVYNPVIYIMMNKQFRNCMVTTLCCGKNPLGDDEASTTVSKTETSQVAPA   348 
RATI7              YAVIVPLFNPIIYCLRNQDVKRALRRTLHLAQ----DQEANTNKGSKNG------   327 
  :*   .::**:** : *::.:..:  **  .:    *:**.*. ...:        

BLOSUM Matrix Alignment:  

BOVINRhodopsin     MNGTEGPNFYVPFSNKTGVVRSPFEAPQYYLAEPWQFSMLAAYMFLLIMLGFPINFLTLY 60 
RATI7    ------MERRNHSGRVSEFVLLGFPAPAPLRVLLFFLSLLAYVLVLTENMLIIIAIRNHP 54 

       :     .. : .*   * **    .  : :*:**  :.*   : : * : . 
 
BOVINRhodopsin   VTVQHKKLRTP-LNYILLNLAVADLFMVFGGFTTTLYTSLHGYFVFGPTGCNLEGFFATL 119 
RATI7    TLHKPMYFFLANMSFLEIWYVTVTIPKMLAGFIGSKEN--HGQLIS-FEACMTQLYFFLG 111 
   . :    :  . :.:: :  ... :  ::.**  :  .  ** ::    .*   : :* 
 
BOVINRhodopsin   GGEIALWSLVVLAIERYVVVCKPMSN-FRFGENHAIMGVAFTWVMALACAAPPLVGWSRY 178 
RATI7    LGCTECVLLAVMAYDRYVAICHPLHYPVIVSSRLCVQMAAGSWAGGFGISMVKVFLISRL 171 

 *      *.*:* :***.:*:*:   . .... .:  .* :*. .:. :   :. ** 
 
BOVINRhodopsin   IPEGMQCSCGIDYYTPHEETNNESFVIYMFVVHFIIPLIVIFFCYGQLVFTVKEAAAQQQ 238 
RATI7    SYCGPNT---INHFFCDVSPLLNLSCTDMSTAELTDFVLAIFILLGPLSVTGASYMAITG 228 

   * :    *:::  . ..  :     * ...:   ::.**:  * * .*  .  *   
 
BOVINRhodopsin   ESATTQKAEKEVTRMVIIMVIAFLICWLPYAGVAFYIFTHQGSDFGPIFMTIPAFFAKTS 298 
RATI7    -AVMRIPSAAGRHKAFSTCASHLTVVIIFYAASIFIYARPKALSAFDTNKLVSVLYAVIV 267 
   :.    :     : .   .  : :  : **.  *     :. .       :..::*    
 
BOVINRhodopsin   AVYNPVIYIMMNKQFRNCMVTTLCCGKNPLGDDEASTTVSKTETSQVAPA   348 
RATI7   PLFNPIIYCLRNQDVKRALRRTLHLAQ-----DQEANTNKGSKNG-----   327 
  .::**:** : *::.:..:  **  .:     *: :.* . ::.. 
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In the above alignments, yellow highlight indicates a rhodopsin TM helix while green highlight 
indicates an OR-I7 helix[24]. Both alignments result in overlap of the Rhodopsin TM helices 
with the OR-I7 helices. Full models of OR-I7 were constructed using both alignments to test the 
robustness of the methodology. After MM relaxation, both models yielded the same binding 
pocket, suggesting the methodology is resilient to changes in the alignment used for the 
homology model construction process. Overall, the BLOSUM alignment shows better alignment 
for TM helices 1 and 2 while the Gonnet matrix results in better alignment of TM helices 5 and 
6. TM helices 3,4, and 7 are aligned almost identically. Since TM helices 5 and 6 directly define 
the binding pocket, while TM helices 1 and 2 do not, the alignment of TM helices 5 and 6 is 
preferred. Therefore, the Gonnet alignment model was used for the free energy perturbation 
calculations.  
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